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Abstract. We present a novel protocol for issuing and transferring tokens across blockchains without the need of a trusted third party or cross-chain bridge. In our scheme, the blockchain is used for double-spend protection only, while the authorisation of token transfers is performed off-chain. Due to the universality of our approach, it works in almost all blockchain settings. It can be implemented immediately on UTXO blockchains such as Bitcoin without modification, and on account-based blockchains such as Ethereum by introducing a smart contract that mimics the properties of a UTXO. We provide a proof-of-concept implementation of an NFT that is issued on Bitcoin, transferred to Ethereum, and then transferred back to Bitcoin. Our new approach means that users no longer need to be locked into one blockchain when issuing and transferring tokens.
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1 Introduction

UTXO blockchains are an attractive platform for NFT markets as their large data capabilities mean that complete NFT data can be recorded on-chain. This is a primary differentiator of the Ordinal Inscriptions protocol [1] which has achieved widespread adoption and a predicted market capitalisation of $4.5B by 2025 [2].

In existing approaches to NFTs on UTXO blockchains, token metadata is embedded in a transaction and the spending logic is used to track ownership. This is useful in leveraging existing infrastructure for transaction processing and storage. However, since the format of a transaction is fixed, this approach can result in a lack of flexibility. An emerging issue is that popular device manufactures such as Apple do not support blockchain signature schemes such as secp256k1 in their secure enclaves [3].

Privacy is also a problem. In existing approaches, token ownership is only as private as the blockchain itself. Ledgers such as Bitcoin and Ethereum have pseudonymous privacy models, which is not strong enough for many use cases including national-level initiatives such as CBDCs. This has led to a rise in non-blockchain designs [4].

In this paper, we propose a fundamentally different approach using a new type of token called a Universal Blockchain Asset (UBA). These tokens are issued and transferred using a bespoke object called a packet that has inputs and outputs but is itself not
a blockchain transaction. Instead, in the output of each packet there is a reference to an unspent outpoint on the receiver’s blockchain. When a token transfer is finalised, an auxiliary blockchain transaction is created on the sender’s blockchain that contains a commitment of the packet. This ensures that the token cannot be double-spent. There is no third party involved in any part of the process.

Our protocol requires users to create both blockchain transactions and UBA packets, but with a lower security requirement for the blockchain transactions. If blockchain keys are compromised, the worst consequence is that a token transfer cannot be confirmed. If desired, a service provider can be introduced to manage blockchain transactions on behalf of a user. This service provider has limited scope and does not have the ability to re-allocate tokens themselves, nor to collude with a user to double-spend.

While our scheme is designed to work on UTXO blockchains such as Bitcoin, it is agnostic to the choice of underlying blockchain or centralised ledger. All we require is some form of double-spend protection and the ability to record a hash digest in a transaction (256-bits of data is enough). Our scheme can be implemented on multiple blockchains at once, and tokens can be transferred cross-chain without a trusted third party or bridge, thus mitigates the risk of expensive hacks [5].

The advantages of our scheme are as follows.

- **Cross-chain.** Users can transfer tokens between blockchains as easily as transferring on a single blockchain. We do not require coins to be locked or burned, nor do we require trusted third parties or bridges.
- **Private.** Our proposal has forward privacy by design. Complete privacy can be achieved by introducing zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) that are verified off-chain.
- **Secure enclave friendly.** Secure hardware can be used to authorise token transfers. This is in contrast with blockchain transactions which are not widely supported by popular secure hardware.

In this paper we focus on NFTs as a simple use case with an immediate addressable market. But it is expected that our proposal can be extended to fungible tokens needed for digital cash systems such as CBDCs, which we leave for future work.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. In Section 3 we present the UBA method at a formal level. We provide a concrete instantiation with security and privacy analysis in Section 4, and end with future work in Section 5. In Appendix A we provide a proof-of-concept implementation of an NFT that is transferred from Bitcoin SV to Ethereum and back.

## 2 Related work

### 2.1 NFTs on Bitcoin

The standard approach to NFTs on Bitcoin is to embed token metadata into a transaction and then track spending. Early examples include Counterparty, where token metadata is embedded into UTXOs using dummy entries in multi-signature scripts [6], and Colored Coins, where metadata is embedded in an unspendable output [7]. More recently,
Ordinal Inscriptions took a novel approach by publishing full NFT data on-chain and ‘inscribing’ it into satoshis identifiable by their order in coinbase transactions [1].

The protocols described above all follow a similar method. An NFT is issued to a first owner Alice in first transaction $Tx_0$, and transferred to a new owner Bob in a second transaction $Tx_1$. The arrangement of transaction $Tx_1$ is carefully chosen to encode the token ruleset so that Bob is specified as the new rightful owner. Bob can transfer the NFT to Charlie in the same way, and the process can be iterated indefinitely (see Fig. 1). Transaction fees (and change) can be accounted for by adding additional inputs and outputs that do not interfere with token transfer process.

![Fig. 1. The standard method for issuing and transferring NFTs on Bitcoin. Users appear above inputs and outputs that contain their pseudonymous data.](image)

In this method, not only does the blockchain provide double-spend protection, it also provides the token transfer logic. Namely, the owner of the NFT corresponds to the owner of the UTXO/coin. To prove the provenance of an NFT, it is necessary to trace the history back to issuance and check that the token ruleset has been correctly applied throughout the lifetime of the token. This has a complexity $O(n)$ in the number of transfers $n$. To solve this, either a third party indexing service is used, such as Ordhook for Ordinal Inscriptions [8], or independent off-chain ‘receipts’ can be generated using recursive ZKPs of complexity $O(1)$ [9].

In Section 3 we propose a new method where token ownership is not directly related to a chain of transactions where one transaction spends the output of another. Compared with popular schemes such as Ordinal Inscriptions, we can achieve greater interoperability such as cross-chain transfers, and flexibility such as the use of secure enclaves. Our scheme can also allow transfers to be private even if full NFT data is recorded on-chain at issuance.

### 2.2 ZKPs for privacy and scalability

Early attempts at increasing privacy in Bitcoin involve coin mixers like Coinjoin [10]. While these attempted to obfuscate the history of a coin, they did not offer full privacy. Complete transaction unlinkability was developed using overlay networks in combination with blind signatures from Chaum’s e-cash [12]. One of the first examples was Zerocoin, where an escrow would unlock coins when a zero-knowledge proof was provided by a user whose identity had been anonymised [11]. Some proposals could not be implemented on Bitcoin due to its restricted feature set. This led to the development of separate blockchains dedicated to privacy, such as Monero and Zcash [15, 16].

In Ethereum, ZK-rollups have become a popular method to batch transactions before sending them to Mainnet [12]. These work by deploying a smart contract on Mainnet...
that can verify ZKPs and settle transactions. On a second layer, users submit transactions to an operator who produces a summary of state changes together with a validity proof that is sent to the Mainnet smart contract. This serves to alleviate network congestion, reduce fees, and provides an additional layer of privacy. Some popular tokens that use ZK-rollups for enhanced privacy include ImmutableX and Mute [13, 14]. The downsides of ZK-rollups are the high cost of Mainnet verification, at around $100 - $500 per smart contract call [18], and the dependence on operators in the layer-2 network.

More recently, using ZKPs for scalability has been explored in UTXO blockchain settings. Recursive ZKPs have been used to provide succinct proofs of provenance for NFTs issued on Bitcoin [9]. Since the token history is recorded on Bitcoin, such proofs are used for efficiency rather than privacy. The ZeroSync project aims to provide succinct proofs for layer-1 states, namely block headers and the UTXO set [19]. Already a succinct proof can be provided showing that a given transaction has been published in the most up-to-date chain of blocks without disclosing the full SPV path.

Our token protocol in Section 3 has forward privacy by design, and backwards privacy if combined with an off-chain ZKP. The result is a private token framework on Bitcoin that does not rely on an escrow or other third-party operator and does not require a ZKP to be validated on-chain, thus reducing costs compared to ZK-rollups.

2.3 Cross-chain technology

There are two fundamental cross-chain token actions: trades and transfers. For trades, an equal value of a digital asset exists on chain A and chain B, and the ownership of these assets is swapped. In a cross-chain transfer, a digital asset is transferred from chain A to chain B while the owner may stay the same.

Cross-chain trades can be achieved trustlessly using hash time locking agreements [20]. This is well-understood technology with many successful implementations, including the Lightning network [21]. Cross-chain transfers are technically more difficult, and the technology is still experimental. The accepted approach is to burn a digital asset on chain A and mint an equivalent asset on chain B. This introduces a double-spend risk, for how can we know there were not two new digital assets issued on chains B and C, say?

To overcome this, two categories of solutions have been proposed: notary and bridge [22]. Notaries have the advantage of being less complex to implement but come with a centralised trust model, an example of which is the InterLedger protocol from Ripple [23]. Cross-chain bridges are the more popular choice. They often involve decentralised consensus mechanisms similar to blockchains, such as Polkadot [24], and ZKPs can be applied to further reduce trust in bridge operators [25]. Even when the underlying asset is the same on both chains, such as the USDC stablecoin, bridges are useful in improving liquidity [26].

Nevertheless, even with a decentralised trust model, users must still trust the bridge itself. They may also be locked into specific bridges for specific use cases. Due to the complexity of the task, bridges are one of the largest targets of hacks in the
cryptocurrency industry [5]. For example, the hacks on Wormhole and Harmony cross-chain bridges resulted in losses of $320m and $97m, respectively [27, 28].

Our approach for cross-chain transfers in Section 3 does not involve burning or locking coins, nor does it rely on a trusted notary or bridge. In our scheme, there is no distinction between transferring tokens cross-chain and within the same chain. We only require trust in the blockchains themselves. This reduces complexity and risk of hacks.

3 The Universal Blockchain Asset method

In this section we formally define a UBA token system that allows transfers across blockchains and establish notions of security and privacy. In our method, each transfer is made up of two elements: (1) UBA packet, which authorises the transfer; (2) auxiliary blockchain transaction, which provides double-spend protection. The casual reader can skip directly to Section 4 where we present a concrete instantiation of this method.

**Definition 1 (UBA token system):** A UBA token system \( T \) consists of a packet specification \( \mathcal{P}, \nu, v \), and one or more blockchains \( \mathcal{B}^1, \ldots, \mathcal{B}^N \).

The proving algorithm \( \mathcal{P}(\pi_{i-1}, p_{i-1}, T x_{i-1}, s_i) \) takes a previous proof \( \pi_{i-1} \), a packet \( p_{i-1} \), an auxiliary transaction \( T x_{i-1} \) on blockchain \( \mathcal{B} \in \{\mathcal{B}^1, \ldots, \mathcal{B}^N\} \), and some private information \( s_i \) (e.g., private key) as its inputs, and outputs a new proof \( \pi_i \) showing the provenance and ownership of the tokens specified by \( p_{i-1} \). The verification algorithm \( \mathcal{V}(\pi_i, p_{i-1}, T x_{i-1}) \) takes the new proof \( \pi_i \), the previous packet \( p_{i-1} \), and the previous blockchain transaction \( T x_{i-1} \) as its input, and outputs 0 or 1. We say the proof system \( \nu \) is

- **Sound** if the probability of generating a valid proof without knowing the private information \( s_i \) is negligible.
- **Complete** if an honest receiver will be convinced by an honest sender. (Honesty means following the protocol.)
- **Private** if for all \( j < i - 1 \), the proof \( \pi_j \) reveals no information about \( P_j \).

**Definition 2 (UBA transfer procedure):** Let \( G(vout_i, info_i, p_{i-1}) \) be a UBA packet generation algorithm that takes a blockchain output \( vout_i \), some receiver information \( info_i \) (e.g., public key), and a previous packet \( p_{i-1} \), and outputs a new packet \( P_i \). The interactive protocol for a sender to send tokens to a receiver is defined to be:

1. **Sender** runs \( \mathcal{P}(\pi_{i-1}, p_{i-1}, T x_{i-1}, s_i) \) and passes \( \pi_i, p_{i-1} \) and \( T x_{i-1} \in \mathcal{B} \) to Receiver.
2. Receiver runs \( \mathcal{V}(\pi_i, p_{i-1}, T x_{i-1}) \), and abort if the output is 0.
3. Receiver passes \( vout_i \) and \( info_i \) to Sender.
4. **Sender** runs \( G(vout_i, info_i, p_{i-1}) \) to generate \( P_i \) and \( T x_i \in \mathcal{B}' \) and passes to Receiver. Sender broadcasts \( T x_i \) to blockchain \( \mathcal{B}' \).
5. Receiver checks \( P_i \) is valid according to the specification and that \( T x_i \) is accepted by blockchain \( \mathcal{B}' \).

Note that after the protocol, Receiver has \( \pi_i, p_i, T x_i \) and \( s_{i+1} \) and is ready to be the Sender in the next iteration.
**Definition 3 (double-spend protection):** Consider a packet $P_i$ that references the previous packet $P_{i-1}$ and with auxiliary transaction $Tx_i$ accepted onto a blockchain $B$. We say that a UBA token system has double-spend protection if there can be no other UBA packet $P'_j$ which also references $P_{i-1}$ and which has an auxiliary transaction $Tx'_j$ that is also accepted onto a blockchain $B' \in (B^1, ..., B^N)$.

**Definition 4 (privacy):** Consider a token owner Alice with knowledge of $(P_{i-1}, Tx_{i-1}, \pi_{i-1}, P_i, Tx_i)$. We say that a UBA token system $T$ has forward privacy if Alice cannot learn any information about future packets $P_j$ for $j > i$ if they are kept private by Senders and Receivers. We say that a UBA token system $T$ is private if Alice cannot learn any information about future or past packets $P_j$ for $j < i - 1$ or $j > i$ if they are kept private by Senders and Receivers. An equivalent definition is that a token system has forward privacy and the proof system is private.

### 4 Concrete instantiation

Here we provide a concrete instantiation of a UBA token system defined in Section 3. We consider an NFT transfer from Alice, who uses Blockchain 1, to Bob, who uses Blockchain 2. The specification of the UBA packet $P_1$ is given in Fig. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PID$_1$</th>
<th>Asset identifier: Blockland NFT</th>
<th>Data: NULL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous packet: PID$_0$</td>
<td>Public key: PK$_B$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature: $\text{SIG}_{PK_A}$</td>
<td>Blockchain outpoint: vout$_1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature scheme: secp256r1</td>
<td>Blockchain identifier: Blockchain 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** UBA packet $P_1$ transferring an NFT from Alice to Bob.

The packet has an asset identifier, an optional data payload, an input, and an output. The input contains a reference to a previous packet that specifies the current owner of the NFT. The input field also contains a signature from Alice and signature scheme reference. In our example, Alice uses secp256r1 (also known as NIST P-256) which is compatible with secure enclaves produced by popular manufacturers such as Apple [3]. The signature signs all fields in the packet except the signature field.

The output field contains Bob’s public key, and an unspent blockchain outpoint vout$_1$ controlled by Bob. The packet also has a four-byte blockchain identifier that specifies which blockchain the outpoint lives on. In practice, this identifier can be the ticker symbol. The blockchain identifier is important because identical blockchain outpoints can exist on different blockchains. This often happens when a blockchain forks. Each packet also has a unique identifier called a PID that is the double-hash of the serialised fields.
For the UBA packet to be valid, the semantic structure must be correct (all fields have the correct position and length), Alice’s signature must be valid and match the public key in the previous packet, and the asset identifier must match the previous packet. Alice must send $P_0$ to the Bob so that he can check the validity of $P_1$ himself.

When the packet $P_1$ is finalised, the sender Alice creates an auxiliary blockchain transaction $Tx_1$ with a single input $vout_0$ and one unspendable output containing a hash of the packet $P_1$. It contains no destination address nor any information about the recipient Bob. Since each packet is private to everyone except Alice and Bob, an outside observer cannot link the blockchain transaction to the packet. The relationship between UBA packets and blockchain transactions is given in Fig. 3.

![Diagram showing the relationship between UBA packets and blockchain transactions.](image)

**Fig. 3.** The relationship between UBA packets and blockchain transactions. The arrows indicate a reference to the object pointed to. The sequence can be iterated indefinitely.

Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 1, we see that the token transfer logic for the UBA packets is similar to the standard blockchain approach, but the difference is the information recorded on-chain. In our proposal, blockchain transactions have one input and one unspendable output, and are not related to one-another through the spending of UTXOs/coins. Therefore, to an outside observer inspecting the blockchain, the transactions created by Alice and Bob have no meaningful relationship to one-another. Moreover, Alice and Bob may use different blockchains for $Tx_1$ and $Tx_2$.

Finally, Alice needs to prove the provenance of the token to Bob. In our simple example, $P_0$ is the issuance packet itself. In this case, Bob just needs to check that it has a valid signature from the issuer, the correct asset identifier, and a reference to Alice’s public key and $vout_0$. For a longer sequence of $n$ token transfers, Alice must send to Bob the entire history of UBA packets and blockchain transactions since issuance. Bob can then explicitly check that the packets are valid and that the transactions have been accepted onto their respective blockchains. This can be achieved either using SPV proofs, by keeping copies of full blockchains, or by querying the node networks directly.
In Appendix A we provide a proof-of-concept implementation where the packets \( P_0, P_1, P_2 \) and auxiliary blockchain transactions \( T_{x_1}, T_{x_2} \) are constructed explicitly.

4.1 Security and privacy analysis

**Claim 1:** The token system in Section 4 has double-spend protection if blockchains \( (B^1, ..., B^n) \) have double-spend protection.

**Proof:** Suppose Alice generates a first \( P_i \) and \( T_{x_i} \) and passes these to Bob, and a second \( P'_i \) and \( T'_{x_i} \) and passes these to Charlie, where both \( P_i \) and \( P'_i \) reference the same previous packet \( P_{i-1} \). Due to the collision resistance of the hash function, both \( T_{x_i} \) and \( T'_{x_i} \) must spend the same output \( \text{vout}_{i-1} \) on blockchain \( B \) specified in \( P_{i-1} \). Since the blockchain has double-spend protection by assumption, only one of \( T_{x_i} \) and \( T'_{x_i} \) may be accepted on blockchain \( B \).

**Claim 2:** The token system in Section 4 has forward privacy.

**Proof:** Consider a token owner Alice with knowledge of \( P_i \) and \( T_{x_i} \). By inspecting the blockchain, she can learn the details of \( T_{x_{i+1}} \) which she identifies as the transaction that spends \( \text{vout}_i \). However, by the preimage resistance of the hash function, she is not about to learn about \( P_{i+1} \). She is then not able to identify \( T_{x_{i+2}} \), which is also not related to \( T_{x_{i+1}} \) through on-chain spending logic. Alice is therefore not able to learn about future packets \( P_j \) for \( j > i \) if they are kept private. She is also not able to identify future blockchain transactions \( T_{x_{j+1}} \).

**Claim 3:** The token system in Section 4 can be made private and the complexity of token validation can be reduced if a recursive ZKP is used for proof of provenance.

**Outline of proof:** In [9] a succinct proof was given that a chain of Bitcoin transactions originated from a given issuance transaction. This ZKP was recursive and could be updated with each new transaction. Since a chain of UBA packets is structurally similar to a chain of Bitcoin transactions, in principle we can use a similar method to prove that a chain of UBA packets originated from a given issuance packet.

What makes things complicated in our case is the auxiliary blockchain transactions. One approach is to use these as public inputs to the proof. Such a proof would have complexity of order \( O(n) \) in the number of transfers \( n \). Nevertheless, it would still ensure that a UBA token can be validated by a receiver even if the history of the packets remains private. Therefore, we could construct a private token system according to Definition 4.

To reduce the complexity of the proof, we could attempt to use methods of [19] to create a succinct proof that the auxiliary blockchain transactions have been accepted by their respective networks. Since we are using multiple blockchain networks, this would potentially reduce the complexity to \( O(N) \), where \( N \) is the number of blockchain networks that appear in the history of the UBA token.

We leave the complexities of explicitly constructing these proof systems to future work. Note that in all cases the proof-carrying data is not recorded in the UBA packets nor the blockchain transactions. Therefore, they do not change the architecture presented in Fig. 3.
5 Future work

In this paper we have presented a universal approach to issuing and transferring tokens across multiple blockchains without a notary or bridge. We implemented a simple NFT proof-of-concept on the Bitcoin SV and Ethereum blockchains. We intend to construct a user-friendly front-end so that developers can easily experiment on the Testnets of these blockchains. We would like to implement the protocol on more networks, giving preference to archetypal rather than derivative blockchains. An interesting next step would be blockchains with permissioning systems as well as private ledgers.

The protocol lends itself to a productionised API service for packet and blockchain transaction management. This API can be initiated with a given a token ruleset, it can then create and validate UBA packets on behalf of users. It can optionally also create and validate blockchain transactions or be integrated with an existing wallet service. Such an API could also provide an indexing service for UBA packets, similar to Ordhook for Ordinal Inscriptions. This would allow a blockchain agnostic NFT marketplace to be established.

On the theoretical side, it would be useful to extend the instantiation of the UBA method to include fungible tokens. In this case, the UBA packets need to have multiple inputs and outputs. One is now faced with a choice: either introduce a different blockchain outpoint for each packet output, or to use a single blockchain outpoint for all packet outputs. It would be interesting to weight up the pros and cons of both approaches, at the same time paying attention to other implementation details that are specific to fungible tokens.

In Section 4 we outlined a proof system that would allow a UBA token system to be private and tokens to be validated succinctly. To achieve this, work needs to be done to create a recursive ZKP that can validate UBA packets back to issuance. Given that we have a lot of flexibility in the design of UBA packets, one could investigate whether there are different design choices that allow proofs to be constructed more efficiently, for example by using different hash functions. For the auxiliary blockchain transactions, succinct blockchain inclusion proofs would help reduce the overall complexity of proof generation for UBA packets. Such proofs would be blockchain-specific and be of independent utility to their respective chains.
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A Proof-of-concept: BSV, ETH, BSV

Here we provide a proof-of-concept implementation of the UBA token system presented in Section 4. We issue an NFT to Alice on Bitcoin SV (BSV), transfer it to Bob on the Ethereum, and then to Charlie back on BSV. The NFT is an image of the space shuttle stored on IPFS at location qmSgvgwx2GabaBlqk6yWemEdqikCqU52XxsYLKtdy3vGZbuq. Below, we provide the data of the UBA packets $P_0, P_1, P_2$ and links to the auxiliary blockchain transactions $T_x_1, T_x_2$ that are available online on the BSV and Ethereum Testnets, respectively. We encourage the reader to explicitly verify that the packets and transactions adhere to the protocol outlined in Section 4. (Recall that the structure of the packets is given by Fig. 2, and the auxiliary blockchain transactions by Fig. 3.)

A.1 Issue to Alice on BSV

The packet $P_0$ records that an NFT is issued Alice on the BSV blockchain. The data is given as follows.
Let us break down the fields above. The first entry is the asset ID which should be constant for all packets. The second entry contains an optional data payload that we have chosen to be the IPFS location of the space shuttle image. The following three fields represent the packet’s input. First comes a reference to a previous packet, which is null in this case. Next is a signature, and, since this is the issuance packet, this is from the issuer. (In this toy model are re-using Alice’s public key here. We can think of this as Alice issuing an NFT to herself.) The signature is over the serialised packet fields excluding the signature and signature scheme. Specifically, the signature signs the data

\[
\text{sighash\_preimage} = \{ \text{asset\_id} || \text{data} || \text{previous\_packet} || \text{public\_key} || \text{blockchain\_outpoint} || \text{blockchain\_id} \}.
\]

The signature scheme is specified to be NIST P-256 and can be verified using open-source libraries such as OpenSSL and python-ecdsa.

The final three fields represent the output of the packet. The public key belongs to Alice as the recipient of the NFT. The blockchain outpoint is controlled by Alice, and the blockchain ID specifies that this outpoint is on BSV.

The last entry in the box above is the packet ID. For this simple example, we re-use the sighash so we have \( P\_0 = \text{sighash\_0} \). In practice, a double hash of the serialised packet fields is recommended.

### A.2 Transfer to Bob on Ethereum

Since Ethereum operates an account-based model as opposed to a UTXO model, one cannot directly specify an unspent outpoint on Ethereum. However, it is straightforward to implement a smart contract that can mimic a UTXO. This smart contract is universal and can be called by anyone. Essentially, the smart contract has two main functions: \texttt{createUTXO} and \texttt{spendUTXO}. When the \texttt{createUTXO} function is called, an ‘outpoint’ object is created, and a unique ID is returned. This ‘outpoint’ has a status of ‘unspent’. The \texttt{spendUTXO} function accepts an ‘outpoint’ ID and data payload as input. When the \texttt{spendUTXO} function is called, the ‘outpoint’ status is changed to a fixed final state ‘spent’ and the data payload is assigned to the ‘outpoint’. This is similar a Bitcoin
transaction with one input and one unspendable output with data payload, as required in Fig. 3. Our implementation of the smart contract is available here

\[0xf120D32bb10A2aE2971f9Aa026aBE8F0dA9709fb\]

Our smart contract also contains the functions `isUTXOspent` and `getCpid`. The corresponding solidity code is available upon request.

Using the above contract, Bob is now able to create an ‘outpoint’ `vout`, on Ethereum. Alice uses this to construct packet `P_1` transferring ownership of the NFT to Bob.

```json
"P_1":
{
  "asset_id": "Space Shuttle launch",
  "data": "0mSgvgwxZGaBkqGyWemEDq1kCqU52XxsYLKtdy3vGZ8uq",
  "previous_packet": "a8bcb51c8a2f7a8d251d702ee50216757536bd82e19570f5",
  "signature": "f035d0e9e899b988b156184cc8b0e5249fb5f056fb5abb0f3314a827ed6cb7213f25a
  a63a981d46169e4e4e506098c971d64973dce87109e74ffebe40",
  "signature_scheme": "NIST256p",
  "public_key": "021b9555df7a2f772b538d4f3daba78c8718ec3ab3848c5237488927f6ce0",
  "blockchain_outpoint": "0x1a813ee270b0591b2e1009733d850314a42ef84da66e6c676748a904251749",
  "blockchain_id": "ETH"
}

"PID_1": "f124da9592137828718ff50e3ec5bab43e012e3e707006c40debeb4de3f89"
```

To confirm the transfer, a corresponding blockchain transaction `Tx_1` is created by Alice and broadcast to the BSV network

8e0c171a1d9b352c78c1fda3f180fa25bd1d01cd81f428e122b5412df073753621

This transaction has one input `vout` and one unspendable output containing `PID_1`. Bob is now the rightful owner of the NFT and it cannot be double-spent by Alice.

### A.3 Transfer to Charlie on BSV

Bob now sends the NFT to Charlie who operates on BSV. To do this, Bob creates packet `P_2` with the following data.

```json
"P_2":
{
  "asset_id": "Space Shuttle launch",
  "data": "0mSgvgwxZGaBkqGyWemEDq1kCqU52XxsYLKtdy3vGZ8uq",
  "previous_packet": "f124da9592137828718ff50e3ec5bab43e012e3e707006c40debeb4de3f89",
  "signature": "b4bd3363d4db6d0a42f1f5f05f56608c828b9d450648800261478c486b05f2d74e5f08b352c7
  fb3a955559e7eae43b7e6dd3bb5fd5c54961d148c64cbb1cc685158",
  "signature_scheme": "NIST256p",
  "public_key": "02a1002a5f24d40ac2f87a4562ca0202007c5eefee601dc6d0e3f85b9",
  "blockchain_outpoint": "2a1c1d7e462e8a0b4e553d1e32f631b86ad78a1760fe49f7eab13607a3b1",
  "blockchain_id": "BSV"
}

"PID_2": "2cf8337a75f2ad32fac567a537460a56fca33d7553551ab46e5bc77f34dc9c9"
```
To confirm the transfer, a corresponding auxiliary blockchain transaction $T_{x_2}$ is created by Bob and broadcast to the Ethereum network (note $PID_2$ in the data field)

0xf082c469b5dcbb83e1aa362a570ac825c941adb32d03dcc8df148d6cd52eae36.

This sets the ‘outpoint’ status to ‘spent’ and attaches an immutable record of $PID_2$. Charlie is now the rightful owner of the NFT and it cannot be double-spent by Bob.